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**Topic:** TFO (LUV) Virtual Universe Lab

**Date:** Tuesday, December 13th, 2016

**Time:** 6:00 pm - Hors d’Oeuvres and Refreshments, 7:00 Meeting & Tours

**Location:** TFO - 21 College street, Suite 600, Toronto

**Arranged By:** Richard Grunberg, Sylvia Fantin, Craig Jasman

**Sponsors:** Applied Electronics, Canon, CEV, Dejero, Epic Games, FCI, GrassValley, Planar, Quadrangle Architects, Rocket, Ross, SMPTE Toronto BootCamp, TFO, Unity, ZeroDensity

TFO will be showcasing their new studio environment - a technically innovative solution of using an open source video game technology to create a virtual set.

**Eric Minoli** (Vice-President & CTO Groupe Média TFO)
Eric will give an overview of Groupe Média TFO and the reasons behind the project.

**Tom Bradbury** (The Broadcast Office, Consultant for TFO)
Tom will give a technical overview of the VR base Virtual Universe Lab set system.

**Cliff Lavallée** (Broadcast Facilities Manager Groupe Média TFO)
Cliff will discuss the multidisciplinary skills required to make it a reality.

**Marc Petit** (General Manager, Unreal Engine Enterprise at Epic Games)
Marc will discuss gaming in a broadcast world.

**TIME:**

6:00-7:00 Hors d’Oeuvres and mingling
7:00-7:45 Speakers, (note limited seating/mostly standing room only)
7:45-9:00 Facility tour and dessert

Please note that this is a **SMPTE Member-Only Meeting**, and registration is required.

Directions: Walking distance from College TTC, entrance across from Fran’s on College.
Paid parking entrances - east side of Bay street between College and Gerard or north side on Gerard St between Bay and Yonge.

The SMPTE Board of Managers will meet at reception meeting room at 4:30 PM.